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OBJECTIVE
This client is a US-based ISP and a leading provider of 
advanced network communications and technology 
solutions for consumers, businesses, enterprise 
organizations, and wholesale customers across the 
US. The client offers bundled services, including 
broadband, security solutions, voice, and digital TV to 
consumers along with data, cloud solutions, unified 
communications, and managed services to business 
and enterprise clients. This client is looking toward 
evolution, including a merger, acquisitions, and service 
expansion and a best-in-class customer experience 
through network and people.

ABOUT THE CLIENT
A Fortune 500 company that is a leading provider of 
advanced network communications and technology 
solutions for consumers, small businesses, enterprise 
organizations and carrier partners across the US. 
The client also offers bundled services, including 
broadband, security solutions, voice and digital TV 
to consumers.

Program Highlights

• Started with 18 technical support 
representatives, and we are currently at 
30 representatives.

• The client employed HGS to achieve 
better organizational efficiency and 
consolidate seven outsourcing partners 
to a lean three.

• To support these operations, our team 
exhibited flexibility and took up new 
tasks or assignments, while delivering 
consistent performance on the baseline.

• We gained the client’s trust and 
exhibited proficiency and showcased 
HGS as a “One Stop Shop” for all the 
client requirements.

Scope of Service
• Technology Supported - UNE, DSL, T1, DS3, and Ethernet

• Issue Type - Integrated Service Down, Intermittent, Data Down, latency, Packet loss, Voice Down, Cannot 
Receive/cannot call out, Carrier Term, Call Quality, routing issue, and feature troubles

• L1 to L3 technical support, issue resolution and coordination with different vendors

• Scheduling field tech dispatch and assisting field tech remotely to resolve customer issue

• L1 troubleshooting on Customer Surveillance, Alarm, and Repair tickets.

• Coordinating with vendors for top customers and escalate as needed for the issue resolution
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Improving 
Customer 

Satisfaction

7.95+
Average CSAT Score

Mean Time to 
Resolve

6.0
Average Resolution 

Timeframe

How We Do It
To increase customer satisfaction, HGS set up a Resolution Desk Team 
to provide quick resolutions to customers. We reviewed aged tickets to 
guide us in providing the correct resolution. We make efficient use of 
skills-based routing to allocate cases to the right agent. Once an issue is 
resolved, we also call back the customer ensure that the issue is resolved 
to their satisfaction.

Business Result
Consistently meeting and exceeding the CSAT goal for over 18 months. 
HGS was recently recognized across all the centers and has consistently 
achieved client CSAT.

How We Do It
The Resolution Desk Team played a major role in meeting the Mean 
Time to Resolve (MTTR) metric. Their efficiency and expertise significantly 
helped to eliminate the cases within the stipulated or lesser time frame. 
Repetition of aged ticket reviews and allocation of cases based on the 
skillsets helped to meet and exceed the desired target.

Business Result
Consistently meeting and exeeding the case resolution timeframe for 
more than two years. Our efforts and commitment toward quick and 
accurate issue resolution resulted in HGS showcasing the best score 
across client sites.

THE HGS DIFFERENCE
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How We Do It
To help our client reduce customer churn and improve customer 
loyalty, we designed processes whereby customers were proactively 
communicated with whenever there would be any delay in order 
completion. We also initiated aggressive and effective escalation process 
within the vendor network to ensure appropriate expectations on order 
completion dates were set with the customers.

Business Result
Customers appreciated our proactive communication efforts, 
demonstrated by a 5% reduction in customer churn following the 
implementation of these procedures. Enforcing consistency across the 
vendor network helped our client provide uniform service excellence to 
their customers.

How We Do It
To address a high level of repeat calls, HGS took an aggressive approach 
to driving first contact resolution (FCR). We created a plan of action to 
address underlying issues based on our trend analysis and observations. 
We also conducted a customer blitz campaign to address all 
opportunities leading to repeat calls and cases. Based on these initiatives, 
we were able to redesign processes and revamp the call back processes 
to reduce repeat callers.

Business Result
Through intentional focus on addressing issues which drive customer 
repeat calls or invalid call direction, HGS was able to reduce repeat calls 
by approximately 10%.

Reduced 
Customer 

Churn

5%
Reduction in 

Customer Churn

Reducing 
Repeat Calls

~10%
Reduction in 
Repeat Calls

About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its 

clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain 

expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.  

Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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